Attorney Dennis Gonzalez Jr. Achieving a NOT-GUILTY Verdict on
a Wrongful Molestation Accused Case

Attorney Dennis Gonzalez Jr. nominated as Nation’s top one percent in criminal
defense. Attorney Dennis Gonzalez Jr. works for criminal defense and performs
with his superb trial skills.
Attorney Dennis Gonzalez Jr. is an accomplished criminal litigator. He has argued
and persuaded various Criminal Jury Trials, Movements of Suppress and movements
of Dismissed as well. nominated as Nation's top one percent in criminal defense by
National Association of Distinguished Counsel. He also served the State of Florida
as a Criminal Prosecutor in the Miami-Dade Region. He provides his services in the
State Attorney’s office. After that, he solved high profile criminal cases, Federal
Cases, Federal Jury Trials, State Jury Trials and prosecuted various cases.
Miami Criminal Defense Attorney offers superb trial skills to its clients and a
thorough approach to deal with criminal defense. Mr. Gonzalez provides services
and resources to their clients which incorporate but not are restricted to: top notch
criminal agents, astounding motion experience as well as fruitful trial strategies. He
always tried to help their clients in any scale, in any matter and he devoted his
clients.
Dennis Gonzalez Jr. emerges by his specific qualities such as:
• Previous state prosecutor
• Phenomenal rating from Avvo
• Martindale-Hubbell Peer reviewed
• Member of National Academy of Criminal Defense Attorneys
• Selection by DJA top 1% Lawyers in America
• Selected 10 Best Lawyers in Florida Client Satisfaction: American Institution
Criminal Law Attorneys

•

Top 10 Criminal Defense Lawyer: Attorneys and practice magazines

Mr. Gonzalez utilized his trial skills at maximum level and succeeded in dismissing
his client’s case. One of his clients said that "I was unjustly charged with a Felony
for taking back one of my employee’s mobile phones after she was dismissed from
her post. She called the police. They arrested me, charged me with Strong Arm
Robbery and I spent the next two days in jail. I hired Dennis when I was released.
He took over and turned a Felony into a Misdemeanor, then a Dismissal! Thanks
Dennis, for finding justice in this case!”
Another client that was arrested for battery in Miami said, "Mr. Dennis Gonzalez is
an excellent source for criminal cases and extraordinary attorney. He went above
and beyond with my case and me feel cared about, welcomed, and understood. He
always answered all my questions, explained and guided me step by step with the
legal process, I always realized about his knowledge, experience and attention to the
details. I was also impressed by his decency. I honestly recommend him with all the
confidence that you would be in good hands."

The NOT-GUILTY Molestation Case
Dennis Gonzalez urged on another case that enclosed a great win on a serious life
minimum mandatory case- the man was wrongfully accused of molesting his 9-yearold step daughter. He was able to get his life back after achieving a not guilty verdict
for him. Initially this case received media coverage, but the media didn't pick up the
verdict in 2018. Mr. Gonzalez focuses on this case with optimum commitment and
integrity and it was a superb success and exclusively needs massive media coverage
and attention to propagate a clean and white slate on the father’s part not capable of
molesting his beloved daughter.
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